Bottjer SW, Alderete TL, Chang D. Conjunction of vocal production and perception regulates expression of the immediate early gene (IEG) ZENK in a novel cortical region of songbirds. J Neurophysiol 103: 1833-1842, 2010. First published January 27, 2010 doi:10.1152/jn.00869.2009. The cortical nucleus LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium) provides the output of a basal ganglia pathway that is necessary for acquisition of learned vocal behavior during development in songbirds. LMAN is composed of two subregions, a core and a surrounding shell, that give rise to independent pathways that traverse the forebrain in parallel. The LMAN shell pathway forms a recurrent loop that includes a cortical region, the dorsal region of the caudolateral nidopallium (dNCL), hitherto unknown to be involved with learned vocal behavior. Here we show that vocal production strongly induces the IEG product ZENK in dNCL of zebra finches. Hearing tutor song while singing is more effective at inducing expression in dNCL of juvenile birds during the auditory-motor integration stage of vocal learning than is hearing conspecific song. In contrast, hearing conspecific song is relatively more effective at inducing expression in adult birds, regardless of whether they are producing song. Furthermore, ZENKϩ neurons in dNCL include projection neurons that are part of the LMAN shell recurrent loop and a high proportion of dNCL projection neurons express ZENK in singing juvenile birds that hear tutor song. Thus juvenile birds that are actively refining their vocal pattern to imitate a tutor song show high levels of ZENK induction in dNCL neurons when they are singing while hearing the song of their tutor and low levels when they hear a novel conspecific. This pattern indicates that dNCL is a novel brain region involved with vocal learning and that its function is developmentally regulated.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Songbirds and humans learn the sounds used for vocal communication by forming a memory of vocal sounds from adult "tutors" based on auditory experience, during a sensitive period of development, and then using feedback of self-produced vocalizations to adjust motor commands until vocal output matches the neural memory of those acoustic patterns. A basal ganglia circuit that is necessary for vocal learning includes a projection from the striatal/pallidal region Area X to a dorsal thalamic region (DLM), which projects in turn to the cortical nucleus LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium) ( Fig. 1) (Bottjer 2004; Doupe et al. 2005; Perkel 2004) .
LMAN is composed of two separate subregions: a core region of mostly magnocellular neurons and a surrounding shell region containing both magnocellular and parvocellular neurons ( Fig. 1A ) (Johnson and Bottjer 1992; Pinaud et al. 2007 ). Core and shell regions of LMAN give rise to independent parallel pathways that traverse Area X and surrounding striatum, the thalamic nucleus DLM, and the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) and Ad (dorsal arcopallium; adjacent brain nuclei within the region analogous to motor cortex) (Iyengar et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 1995; Luo et al. 2001; Person et al. 2008) . However, the parallel pathways formed by core and shell regions of LMAN are largely discontinued in the output pathways of motor cortex: RA makes strong projections to hindbrain vocal motor and respiratory circuits (Wild 1993 (Wild , 1997 (Wild , 2004 ; Ad makes a variety of axonal connections, including a prominent projection to a dorsal thalamic zone that sends projections to LMAN as well as to the cortical motorcontrol nucleus high vocal center (HVC) (via the medial magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium [MMAN] ; see Supplemental Fig. S1 ) (Bottjer et al. 2000; Foster et al. 1997) .
1 Thus the LMAN shell pathway forms a recurrent loop that makes feedback connections to LMAN as well as feedforward connections to HVC. Damage to the LMAN shell pathway in juvenile birds does not disrupt basic vocal motor production but prevents the acquisition of stereotyped vocal sequences as well as imitation of sounds from a tutor (Bottjer and Altenau 2009).
The volume of LMAN shell more than doubles during early stages of vocal learning and then regresses as birds approach adulthood and the song pattern becomes stereotyped (Fig. 1B; Johnson and Bottjer 1992; Johnson et al. 1995) . In contrast, the volume of LMAN core never grows, but does regress somewhat as vocal learning proceeds. The dramatic increase in overall volume of LMAN shell is accompanied by pronounced regression of individual thalamic axon arbors (from DLM) within this region during early stages of vocal learning (Iyengar and Bottjer 2002a) , indicating substantial refinement of connectivity in this part of the shell pathway during the sensitive period. This pattern suggests that LMAN shell makes some unique contribution to mechanisms of vocal learning during development (e.g., when its volume is maximal), which could account in part for the enhanced capacity for vocal plasticity observed during the sensitive period.
LMAN shell also projects strongly to a specific region within dNCL, a cortical polymodal association region similar to a region of chick brain that has been implicated in imprinting (Bottjer et al. 2000; Braun et al. 1999; Metzger et al. 1998) . In zebra finches, dNCL projects to Ad, such that LMAN shell projects directly to Ad and indirectly via dNCL (Fig. 1A) . However, this region has never been implicated as having an involvement in neural control of vocal learning. Here we show that dNCL neurons show robust expression of the immediate early gene (IEG) ZENK following song production and that ZENK expression is high in juvenile birds that are practicing their own emerging song when they hear playback of tutor song, but is relatively low when they hear playback of novel conspecific song. In contrast, playback of conspecific songs is highly effective in inducing ZENK expression in dNCL neurons of adult birds, regardless of whether they are producing song. Additionally, a higher proportion of Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL express ZENK following playback of tutor song compared with conspecific song in juvenile singing birds. These results suggest an important role for dNCL, as part of the LMAN shell circuit, in auditory-motor integration or motor learning.
M E T H O D S

Subjects, song recording, and playback
Male zebra finches were bred in our group aviaries; they were raised by their natural parents and heard the father's tutor song up until Ն35 days, which is sufficient for making a detailed copy (Bohner 1990; Jones et al. 1996; Roper and Zann 2006) . Tutors were identified by observers who watched the five nest boxes in each group aviary and identified the adult male that entered each nest box. Only one adult male (the father) enters a specific nest box (we identify each male by using unique combinations of colored leg bands). Juvenile birds were segregated from their group aviary and housed in individual cages starting at 36 -54 days of age. Vocal behavior was recorded (44 kHz, Sound Analysis Pro ver. 1.04; Tchernichovski et al. 2000) from singly caged birds in individual chambers with no females present (i.e., all songs were undirected). Songs of juvenile birds were recorded at 40 -57 days of age; adult birds were recorded at 90 -100 days of age. All birds could hear songs and calls of other birds while they were in the recording chambers, but could not see them. Birds that were exposed to playback of specific song types (see following text) were housed in individual chambers such that they heard playback but did not hear other birds singing. Birds that heard playback were isolated for 24 -48 h prior to playback. All procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the USC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to national regulatory policies.
Experimental groups
Experiment 1. All birds tested in experiment 1 were juveniles (n ϭ 23; mean age: 54.2 days, range: 51-60 days). Birds were randomly assigned to one of four different treatment conditions: CON Playback, Singing, Deaf-Singing, or Control. Birds in the CON Playback group were exposed to playback of conspecific songs (CON, n ϭ 4) for 40 min at lights on. An observer sat in the room and monitored birds to make sure that these birds did not produce song during the playback session. Birds in the Singing group (n ϭ 7) were allowed to sing for 60 min at lights on; each bird had to meet a criterion of singing for a total time of Ն1 min to be included in this group. Birds in the Deaf-Singing group (n ϭ 5) were surgically deafened 4 -7 days prior to being allowed to sing for 60 min at lights on. Five birds served as a silent control; they did not receive any playback and were removed from the recording chamber immediately after lights on and transferred to the main lab to make sure that they did not sing. Two additional birds were exposed to playback of pure tones (TON Playback) as an alternate control condition (see following text).
Our procedure for deafening has been described previously (Iyengar and Bottjer 2002b) . Briefly, birds were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane and an incision was made in the skin overlying the tympanic membrane. The tympanic membrane and the columella overlying the oval window were removed and a pair of fine forceps were A: the cortical nucleus LMAN provides the output of a basal ganglia pathway from Area X (and surrounding medial striatum) to DLM (in dorsal thalamus) to LMAN. Area X contains both striatal and pallidal neurons. The core region of LMAN (light gray) projects to RA within the area of avian brain that is analogous to motor cortex and RA projects in turn to descending motor circuits that activate vocal and respiratory muscles. In contrast, the shell region of LMAN (dark gray) projects to Ad, an area of motor cortex adjacent to RA. Ad does not make direct connections to hindbrain vocal-motor circuits, but makes a variety of axonal projections, including a projection to DLM that forms a recurrent loop from LMAN shell 3 dNCL 3 Ad 3 DLM VM 3 LMAN shell . The shell region of LMAN projects to both Ad and to a region of polymodal association cortex, dNCL, which projects in turn to Ad, such that Ad receives both direct and indirect projections from LMAN shell . Separate groups of neurons in DLM (dorsolateral [DL] vs. ventromedial [VM] ) project to either core or shell, respectively, and core and shell regions of LMAN project to RA vs. Ad, such that these connections form parallel, apparently independent projections that traverse the forebrain. Core and shell regions of LMAN also project to Area X and surrounding medial striatum, respectively. Not shown for the sake of clarity is a projection from Ad to DMP (part of a dorsal thalamic zone that includes both DLM and DMP); DMP projects to MMAN, which projects in turn to HVC (see Supplemental Fig. S1) . B: changes in the volume encompassed by core (light gray) and shell (dark gray) regions of LMAN. The volume of LMAN core decreases slightly (but significantly) despite maintaining a fixed number of projection neurons. The volume of LMAN shell exhibits pronounced growth during early stages of vocal learning (20 -35 days of age), followed by substantial regression between 35 days and adulthood (90 days). Data are replotted from Johnson et al. (1995) . LMAN, lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium; MMAN, medial magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium; c, core region; s, shell region; Area X, Area X of the medial striatum; HVC, high vocal center; RA, robust nucleus of the arcopallium; Ad, dorsal arcopallium; DLM, medial dorsolateral nucleus of the thalamus (DL contains neurons in the dorsolateral portion of DLM that project to LMAN core , whereas VM contains neurons in the ventromedial portion of DLM that project to LMAN shell ); DMP, dorsomedial nucleus of the posterior thalamus; dNCL, dorsal region of the caudolateral nidopallium (see Reiner et al. 2004 ).
used to remove the cochlea. The incision was closed with Collodion (Sigma).
Sequencing software (Cakewalk Pro Audio 8) was used to program playlists for song playback. The playlist for CON birds included 13 conspecific song files (average duration 6 s each) from five different birds and the interval between each song file was 45 s, for a total duration of about 11 min. The entire playlist was repeated about 3.6 times for a total playback duration of 40 min at a volume of 70 Ϯ 5 dB. The five adult birds used for the CON playlist were taken from a nonbreeding aviary, so that the songs would be unfamiliar (novel) for juveniles; adult birds in this study are also very unlikely to have heard any of the CON songs since the songs had been recorded substantially before the onset of these experiments.
The playlist for TON birds was based on a set of 15 tones, with a ramp time of 20 ms at both the beginning and end of each tone burst (generated in Matlab): five frequencies (1-5 kHz in steps of 1 kHz) at each of three different durations (100, 250, 500 ms). Different random orders of these 15 tones were generated and used to create a playlist in which 7-8 tones were played sequentially followed by a 1-s delay followed by the remaining 7-8 tones; the interval between each set of 15 tones was 45 s. The TON playlist was created this way in an attempt to mimic the CON playlist as closely as possible and to equate the total amount of auditory exposure between the two conditions. These two birds showed very low levels of ZENK induction in dNCL (cf. Mello et al. 1992 ): levels of ZENK induction for both of these birds were much lower than that in any bird in the CON Playback group, but overlapped with the lower range of ZENK induction for birds in the control group. Because ZENK expression in TON Playback birds did not differ from that in control birds, these two groups were combined into a single Control group (n ϭ 7).
One hour after the start of playback or of singing, birds in the Singing and Playback groups were injected with Equithesin and perfused transcardially for 3-5 min with 0.7% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde ϩ 0.1% glutaraldehyde for 15 min. Birds in the Control group were transferred to the main lab immediately after lights on and perfused within 20 min.
Experiment 2. The goal of experiment 2 was to examine ZENK expression in dNCL as a function of type of playback in both juvenile and adult birds. In addition, we wanted to selectively examine dNCL neurons that project to Ad to investigate whether ZENK is expressed within neurons that contribute specifically to the LMAN shell pathway. The design was a 2 ϫ 3 factorial in which one factor was age (juvenile vs. adult) and the other factor was type of song playback (conspecific song, each bird's own tutor song, or no playback). Juvenile birds (n ϭ 21) were about 55 days of age (mean age: 58.3 days; range: 50 -65 days) and adult birds (n ϭ 34) were about 95 days (mean age: 98.1 days; range: 90 -100 days). Birds were randomly assigned to one of six main groups: Tutor Playback Juvenile (TUT-JUV, n ϭ 9), Tutor Playback Adult (TUT-ADL, n ϭ 10), Conspecific Playback Juvenile (CON-JUV, n ϭ 7), Conspecific Playback Adult (CON-ADL, n ϭ 17), Control Juvenile (Cont-JUV, n ϭ 5), and Control Adult (Cont-ADL, n ϭ 7). Experimental birds were exposed to 40-min playback of either conspecific songs (CON) or their tutor song (TUT) at lights on, using the same parameters as those for experiment 1. Birds in the control group were removed from their recording chamber at lights on and perfused within 20 -30 min; as for the silent controls in experiment 1, they neither sang nor heard playback.
Because this experiment was initiated prior to experiment 1, we did not realize in advance that production of song behavior was an important factor and thus birds in this study were not monitored to ensure that they did not sing. Therefore after the experiment was completed, we assessed whether birds sang or did not sing during the period of playback by examining ZENK expression in RA since previous studies have shown a linear relationship between production of undirected song and IEG induction in RA ( . All of our birds produced undirected song and thus would be expected to exhibit ZENK expression throughout RA. In accord with this expectation, we observed robust induction of ZENK throughout RA of both juvenile and adult singing birds and very low levels of ZENK expression in control birds. Sections containing RA from all birds were examined on a confocal microscope (without knowledge of experimental treatment) and an observer counted the number of ZENKϩ neurons in RA using a ϫ20 objective. The exact number of ZENKϩ neurons per section was recorded up until the count reached 50; if Ͼ50 neurons were counted in an individual section of RA, then the number was recorded as 50 (a total of three birds had more than 50 ZENKϩ neurons in RA). The total number of ZENKϩ neurons counted for each bird was divided by the number of RA sections examined (at least three sections/bird). The number of ZENKϩ neurons in control birds (juvenile and adult combined) was 5.26 Ϯ 0.50 (means Ϯ SE; range: 2.50 -7.83). Based on this average, we set a criterion that any bird with Ͻ8.0 ZENKϩ neurons in RA was classified as nonsinging, whereas birds with high numbers of ZENKϩ neurons in RA were classified as singing. Across all experimental groups, birds classified as nonsinging had 2.63 Ϯ 0.47 ZENKϩ neurons in RA, whereas birds classified as singing had 27.33 Ϯ 2.40 ZENKϩ RA neurons.
The majority of birds in each playback group sang and we therefore focused primarily on analysis of data from singing birds (see RESULTS).
The n values for the final group were as follows: 1) among juveniles TUT Singing ϭ 7; TUT NonSinging ϭ 2; CON Singing ϭ 4; CON NonSinging ϭ 3; Controls ϭ 5; 2) among adults TUT Singing ϭ 7; TUT NonSinging ϭ 3; CON Singing ϭ 12; CON NonSinging ϭ 5; Controls ϭ 7.
All birds in experiment 2 received a stereotaxic surgery in advance of experimental treatment to retrogradely label Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL: biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) 3,000 MW (10% BDA-3K in sterile-filtered phosphate-buffered saline [PBS]; Invitrogen, D7135) was injected into Ad using procedures outlined previously (Bottjer et al. 2000) . Briefly, animals were anesthetized using 1.5% isoflurane and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. Injections into both left and right Ad were made through a glass micropipette (outer tip diameter: 25-30 M) using a Nanoject (Drummond Scientific); three injections of about 10 L each, targeted to medial, mid, and lateral Ad (respectively) were made on each side. Animals were transferred to individual recording chambers following recovery from surgery (typically within 1-3 h). Two to 3 days following surgery, CON and TUT birds were exposed to playback, whereas control birds were removed from the recording chamber immediately after lights on (as in experiment 1). Playback animals were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde containing 0.2% sodium periodate plus 1.8% D,Llysine about1 h after the start of playback and control animals were transferred to the main lab and perfused as quickly as possible (within 20 min).
Tissue processing
ZENK protein was detected using a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against a peptide consisting of the last 19 amino acid residues (carboxy-terminus) predicted by rodent and human sequences (antiegr-1, sc-189; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). This antibody provides specific labeling of zebra finch ZENK as determined by Western blot, consistent with the highly conserved predicted amino acid sequence in songbirds (Mello and Ribeiro 1998) .
Brains were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h and then transferred to 25% sucrose at 4°C before being frozen-sectioned in the coronal plane at a thickness of 50 m into two alternate series: a free-floating series for ZENK immunohistochemical staining and a thaw-mounted series for Nissl staining. For peroxidase labeling of ZENK protein in experiment 1, free-floating tissue sections were rinsed three times with PBS (0.02 M PBS) followed by quenching of endogenous peroxidase activity in 1% H 2 O 2 in PBS. Sections were again rinsed three times with PBS, blocked for 1 h in 5% normal goat serum in PBS with 0.3% Triton-X, and then incubated overnight in primary antibody (anti-egr-1 rabbit IgG 1:4,000). Approximately four control sections (distributed along the rostrocaudal axis) were removed and set aside in PBS during the incubation period. Control sections were added back to the staining trays the next morning and all sections were transferred to biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:200 in 0.3% Triton-X in PBS) for 1 h and then incubated in avidin-biotin peroxidase reagent (ABC Elite Kit, Vector Laboratories) for 1 h. Antibody labeling was visualized with 0.05% 3,3Ј-diamino-benzidine solution; the concentration of H 2 O 2 was increased incrementally from 0.003 to 0.015% to enhance the sensitivity of labeling (Bottjer et al. 2000) . Sections were rinsed in PBS, mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, air-dried overnight, defatted, and coverslipped with Permount.
For double-labeling of ZENK expression and Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL in experiment 2, free-floating sections were rinsed three times with PBS and then immersed in Streptavidin Alexa 488 (1: 3,000; Invitrogen, # S32354) to visualize neurons retrogradely labeled by BDA. Sections were again rinsed three times with PBS, blocked for 1 h in 5% normal goat serum in PBS with 0.3% Triton-X, and then incubated overnight in primary antibody (anti-egr-1 rabbit IgG 1:3,000). Antibody labeling was visualized with goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to Alexa 594 (Invitrogen, #A11012). Sections were rinsed in PBS, mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, air-dried for 1-3 h, and coverslipped with Vectastain Hardset (Vector Labs).
Quantification
We quantified ZENK expression without knowledge of the experimental treatment received by any bird. dNCL is not visible as a distinct brain nucleus, but occupies a highly characteristic location at the dorsal margin within the lateral telencephalon extending rostrally from the level of RA and Ad toward HVC (Bottjer et al. 2000) . We therefore sampled from within the borders of dNCL in sections that contained RA and Ad, two adjacent nuclei that receive a major axonal projection from LMAN (Iyengar et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 1995; Pinaud et al. 2007 ). Because Ad also receives a strong projection from dNCL, we extrapolated the location of dNCL based on knowing the path taken by axons from dNCL to Ad (Fig. 2; Bottjer et al. 2000) . For each bird in experiment 1, we located the middle of Ad along the mediolateral axis and placed a standard sampling window 45°dorso-lateral to Ad, close to the dorsal margin of the telencephalon. To ensure that we counted neurons only within dNCL, we placed the sampling window (a rectangular contour 0.42 mm tall ϫ 0.80 mm wide) well within the boundaries of dNCL such that the area in which we counted ZENKϩ neurons did not include any regions outside dNCL. Four or five contours were counted for each animal (one sampling contour per section) from within left and/or right dNCL.
We used the Virtual Slice module of Neurolucida (ver. 8.01, MicroBrightField, Williston, VT) to quantify the number of ZENKϩ neurons within each contour. Briefly, an image montage of the entire telencephalic lobe containing RA, Ad, and dNCL was captured in Neurolucida using a digital camera (MicroFire CX9000, Optronics), interfaced with a Leica DMRE microscope with a motorized stage (ϫ10 objective) and saved as an 8-bit image (TIFF file). The sampling contour was then placed within the boundaries of dNCL, as described earlier for each section analyzed. The only parameter that varied between animals and sections was the threshold used to highlight ZENKϩ cells; the grayscale value above which a given cluster of pixels was considered to be a signal was set individually by matching the highlighted pixels to correspond as closely as possible to labeled cells. In some cases a higher background yielded inaccurate counts using this strategy. Additionally, immunoreactive cells varied somewhat in their staining intensity and we followed the procedure of previous studies in counting all labeled cells (Mello and Ribeiro 1998; Whitney et al. 2000) ; qualitative inspection clearly indicated that comparable variations in staining intensity of individual cells occurred across all groups. In practice it was difficult to set a threshold that included lightly labeled cells without picking up some background. To ensure accuracy of counts in all birds, we manually added markers over labeled cells that were not detected by thresholding, to include them with the thresholded number of cells. The accuracy of cell counts obtained using the automated procedure was thus verified by manual inspection of labeled cells on every section that was counted. The absolute number of ZENKϩ neurons measured for each animal was divided by the total volume of tissue measured to yield a density measure. This measure was compared between groups to obtain the relative differences in ZENK induction in the different conditions.
For experiment 2, double-labeled sections were examined using a Zeiss confocal microscope (LSM510) with a ϫ20 objective. Sections were scanned with an argon/helium-neon laser using excitation wavelengths of 488 for Alexa 488 and 543 for Alexa 594. Images within dNCL were captured at ϫ20 and saved as TIFF files; enough images were captured per bird to ensure a minimum of 50 retrogradely labeled neurons. For these sections, we chose areas within dNCL that included the highest density of retrogradely labeled cells, which was determined by the injection site (Fig. 2) The number of retrogradely labeled neurons and double-labeled neurons within a sampling window (a square contour 0.45 ϫ 0.45 mm) placed within dNCL were counted manually. The TIFF images were then examined in Neurolucida and ZENKϩ neurons were counted using the same procedures as those in experiment 1. The total numbers of retrogradely labeled neurons, ZENKϩ neurons, and double-labeled neurons were each divided by the area of the tissue examined. We did not convert these areas to volumes since our optical slice was about 3 microns. Because our unit of count (whole cells or nuclei) was large in relation to section thickness (3 m), absolute density values for volumes in this experiment would be inflated. However, because we were interested only in relative differences between groups it does not matter whether ) showing RA and Ad within the arcopallium and dNCL in the dorsolateral nidopallium The projection from dNCL to Ad is topographic, as shown here by injection sites in midmedial (black) and midlateral (gray) Ad that produced corresponding clusters of retrogradely labeled cells in dNCL (note that the extreme lateral and medial regions of dNCL do not include labeled cells in this figure) . The borders of dNCL are not apparent in Nissl-stained sections nor in our immunostained tissue. In experiment 1, we therefore extrapolated the location of dNCL based on the location of Ad and our knowledge of the path of axons from dNCL to Ad. We counted ZENKϩ cells within a sampling window (gray box), the size and placement of which were chosen to be conservative in the sense that it would exclude extreme dorsal, ventral, medial, and lateral regions of dNCL. In this way we avoided counting immunoreactive cells outside the borders of dNCL. In experiment 2, we counted cells within dNCL by locating our sampling window over regions that included the highest density of retrogradely labeled neurons, depending on the quality and location of the injection site. Neurons outside dNCL are never labeled by injections into Ad (Bottjer et al. 2000) . area or volume is used. Last, because the magnitude of injection sites (and thus the density of retrogradely labeled neurons) varied between birds, the incidence of double-labeled cells was expressed as the ratio of double-labeled cells to retrogradely labeled cells. In this way, projection neurons were treated as a separate (unbiased) population, thereby ensuring that the incidence of ZENKϩ neurons that project to Ad would not be influenced by quality of the injection site.
Statistics
We used ANOVAs (␣ Ͻ0.05, two-tailed) to analyze differences between groups whenever the data satisfied the requirements for homogeneity of variance. This condition was not satisfied in experiment 1, so we performed a rank test (Kruskal-Wallis) on those data. The percentage data in experiment 2 were transformed as 2 ϫ arcsin ͌ x to meet the normality assumptions of an ANOVA.
R E S U L T S
Experiment 1
The induction of ZENK within dNCL neurons of juvenile birds varied across groups, with birds that sang for 60 min at lights on (Singing) showing high levels of expression. Figure 3 shows that the mean density of ZENKϩ neurons was high in dNCL of Singing birds compared with Control birds that neither sang nor heard song playback. Nonsinging birds that were exposed to playback of conspecific song (CON Playback) showed intermediate levels of ZENK expression in dNCL that were substantially lower than those in Singing birds but higher than those in Control birds. To test whether singing behavior alone was effective in inducing ZENK expression in dNCL neurons, an additional group of birds was surgically deafened via cochlea removal and allowed to sing for 60 min at lights on. These Deaf Singing birds also showed high levels of ZENK expression, comparable to those of Singing birds with normal hearing.
One bird in the Control group was an outlier: levels of ZENK induction in that bird were more than fourfold higher than the average of the remaining six birds in that group; thus this bird was eliminated from all statistical analyses. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a main effect of groups (H ϭ 16.71, P ϭ 0.001). Individual group comparisons showed that Singing birds had significantly higher densities of ZENKϩ neurons in dNCL than did those in the CON Playback group (H ϭ 6.04, P ϭ 0.014) and CON Playback birds in turn had higher levels of ZENK expression than did Control birds (H ϭ 6.55, P ϭ 0.011). Deaf Singing birds were not different from Singing birds (H ϭ 0.06, P ϭ 0.81).
The expression of IEGs in RA (and other sensorimotor song control nuclei, such as HVC, Area X, and LMAN) increases linearly with the amount of song produced (Jarvis and Nottebohm 1997; Jarvis et al. 1998; Jin and Clayton 1997; Kimpo and Doupe 1997) . We examined the number of song bouts produced to see whether there was a positive relationship between singing and ZENK expression in dNCL. Singing birds produced 78.4 Ϯ 30.4 bouts (means Ϯ SE) compared with 63.2 Ϯ 9.9 for Deaf Singing birds (U ϭ 14, P ϭ 0.32). Because there were no differences between these two groups, they were collapsed to test for a correlation between the density of ZENKϩ neurons and number of song bouts produced: this analysis revealed no tendency for birds that sang more to show higher levels of ZENK expression in dNCL (R 2 ϭ 0.05, P Ͼ 0.20).
This robust induction of ZENK by hearing and producing song implicates dNCL as a novel region important for songbird vocal learning. It seems counterintuitive that the density of ZENKϩ neurons was not higher in Singing birds than that in Deaf Singing birds, given that playback of conspecific song (CON Playback) induces the expression of ZENK at an intermediate level. That is, the similar levels of ZENK induction in both deaf and hearing singing birds suggest that ZENK induction in these neurons is due solely to singing and not hearing. In addition, induction in nonsinging CON Playback birds must be due to hearing. However, if different dNCL cells can be stimulated to express ZENK by either singing or hearing song, then singing-hearing birds would be expected to have higher levels of ZENKϩ neurons than those of singing-deaf birds. We consider various alternative explanations in the DISCUSSION.
Experiment 2
The main goal of experiment 2 was to examine ZENK expression in dNCL as a function of type of playback in both juvenile and adult birds. Juvenile (JUV) versus adult (ADL) birds heard playback of either conspecific or tutor song (CON vs. TUT). The majority of birds sang during the period of playback (birds were not monitored during playback to prevent them from singing, as in experiment 1, and thus song production was assessed after the fact by examining the level of ZENK induction in RA; see METHODS). The level of ZENK induction in dNCL varied as a function of both type of song playback and age in singing birds; ZENK expression was substantially higher in all birds that heard playback while singing compared with that of control birds, which neither sang nor heard playback. Figure 4A shows that juvenile birds that heard TUT playback and sang showed a substantially higher level of ZENK induction compared with those that heard CON Playback. In contrast, adult birds that heard TUT playback and sang showed a lower level of ZENK induction compared with those that heard CON Playback. Thus hearing conspecific song while singing resulted in high levels of ZENK in adult birds but not juveniles, whereas hearing tutor song while singing resulted in high levels of ZENK in juvenile birds but moderate levels in adults.
We tested whether the density of ZENKϩ neurons in dNCL varied as a function of group by conducting an ANOVA with Age and Playback as between-subject factors. This analysis revealed a significant Age ϫ Playback interaction [F (1,26) ϭ 9.59, P ϭ 0.005]. Individual pairwise comparisons for Playback showed that TUT playback was more effective than CON in inducing ZENK expression in dNCL neurons of juvenile singing birds [F (1,26) ϭ 5.79, P ϭ 0.02], whereas CON playback was only marginally more effective than TUT in singing adults [F (1,26) ϭ 3.81, P ϭ 0.06]. Individual pairwise comparisons for Age showed that the density of ZENKϩ cells in dNCL was substantially lower for CON playback in juvenile compared with adult birds [F (1,26) ϭ 8.76, P ϭ 0.006], whereas ZENK expression did not differ for TUT playback in juveniles versus adults [F (1,26) 
Because experiment 1 indicated that the act of singing was especially effective in inducing ZENK expression within dNCL in juvenile birds, it was important to evaluate whether differential song production among groups contributed to playback-dependent differences in singing birds in experiment 2. We quantified the level of ZENK induction within RA as a measure of amount of singing behavior (see METHODS). Inspection of these data showed some tendency for level of ZENK expression in RA to vary between groups (Table 1 ). The interaction of Age (JUV vs. ADL) ϫ Playback (TUT vs. CON) tended toward significance for this measure [F (1,26) ϭ 3.52, P ϭ 0.07]. Individual pairwise comparisons for Playback showed that ZENK expression in RA was not higher in juveniles that heard TUT song compared with CON (F ϭ 1.92, P ϭ 0.18); likewise, ZENK expression in RA was not higher in adult birds that heard CON compared with TUT (F ϭ 1.63, P ϭ 0.21). Individual pairwise comparisons for Age showed that ZENK expression in RA was not higher in juveniles that heard TUT song relative to adults (F Ͻ1); ZENK expression in RA tended to be higher for CON playback in adult birds relative to juveniles (F ϭ 3.55, P ϭ 0.07). Although these effects are not statistically significant, the pattern of results suggests the possibility that juvenile birds that heard playback of TUT may have tended to sing somewhat more than those that heard playback of CON, whereas adult birds may have tended to sing slightly more when they heard playback of CON as opposed to TUT. Additionally, juvenile birds that heard CON song tended to produce less song than adults that heard CON playback, whereas juvenile and adult birds that heard TUT song did not differ in terms of ZENK expression in RA.
In summary, hearing a specific song while producing the bird's own song caused differential levels of ZENK expression in dNCL of adult versus juvenile birds. Playback of TUT song was more effective in inducing ZENK in dNCL of singing juvenile birds than was CON, whereas among singing adult birds playback of CON song was only marginally more effective than TUT. In addition, hearing CON playback in singing adult birds resulted in much higher levels of ZENK expression in dNCL than in singing juvenile birds, whereas hearing TUT playback was not significantly higher in juveniles compared with adults. The pattern of ZENK expression in RA described earlier suggests that differences in song production between groups might have contributed slightly to these differences in dNCL.
A second goal of experiment 2 was to selectively examine ZENK expression within Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL (dNCL Ad ) to investigate whether ZENK expression within neurons that contribute specifically to the LMAN shell pathway varies as a function of age and playback condition. To do this, we retrogradely labeled dNCL neurons that project to Ad and then examined this population of projection neurons selectively to determine whether they also expressed ZENK differentially as a function of treatment. Figure 5 shows that many Adprojecting neurons within dNCL expressed ZENK in singing birds (examples marked by arrows are double-labeled cells in an adult singing bird that heard conspecific song). Figure 4B shows the proportion of dNCL Ad neurons that expressed ZENK for each group (number of double-labeled neurons divided by the number of retrogradely labeled neurons; see METHODS). Over 50% of Ad-projecting dNCL neurons in juvenile birds that sang while hearing TUT song expressed ZENK, compared with 25% for adult birds that sang while hearing TUT song. Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL of both juvenile and adult birds that sang while hearing playback of conspecific song also expressed ZENK at much lower levels (20 -25%) compared with singing juvenile birds that heard tutor song. Thus a much higher incidence of Ad-projecting neurons in dNCL express ZENK in juvenile singing birds when they hear tutor song compared with any other group.
An ANOVA with Age and Playback as between-subject factors revealed a significant Age ϫ Playback interaction [F (1,26) ϭ 5.92, P ϭ 0.02], due to a much higher percentage of ZENK expression within projection neurons of singing juvenile birds that heard tutor song compared with the other three groups. Pairwise comparisons for Playback showed that TUT playback was more effective than CON in inducing ZENK expression in Ad-projecting dNCL neurons of juvenile singing birds [F (1,26) ϭ 9.57, P ϭ 0.005], whereas CON playback was not different from TUT in singing adults (F Ͻ1). Pairwise comparisons for Age showed that playback of TUT resulted in a higher incidence of double-labeled neurons in juvenile than that in adult birds [F (1,26) ϭ 10.09, P ϭ 0.004], whereas playback of CON did not vary as a function of age (F Ͻ1). This pattern of results shows that a higher proportion of dNCL Ad projection neurons in juvenile singing birds express ZENK after hearing tutor song than after hearing conspecific song, whereas adult birds express the same percentage of ZENKϩ Ad-projecting neurons regardless of whether they hear playback of TUT or CON. In addition, a higher proportion of Ad-projecting neurons in singing juvenile birds express ZENK after hearing tutor song than do those of singing adult birds, whereas there was no difference in ZENK expression within dNCL Ad neurons between singing juveniles and adults that heard CON playback.
Some birds in each group did not sing, as assessed by the level of ZENK induction in RA (see METHODS) , which enabled us to conduct preliminary comparisons of ZENK induction in singing versus nonsinging birds that heard different types of playback. A detailed investigation of the role of singing/ nonsinging versus different types of playback in inducing ZENK expression in dNCL is beyond the scope of this study due to the small number of birds that did not sing in some groups. However, we were nevertheless able to make some interesting comparisons from the pattern of data obtained (Fig. 6) . For both juveniles and adults, birds that heard TUT playback and sang showed substantially higher levels of ZENK induction than did birds that heard TUT playback but did not sing (and singing juvenile birds that heard tutor song had higher levels of ZENK expression than the corresponding adult group, as described earlier). Likewise, juvenile birds that heard CON playback and sang also showed a higher density of ZENKϩ neurons than did juveniles that heard CON playback but did not produce song. This latter comparison replicates the finding from experiment 1 showing that singing juvenile birds had higher densities of ZENKϩ neurons in dNCL than did nonsinging juveniles that heard CON playback (the ratio of ZENK expression for singing and hearing birds to that for birds that heard CON playback without singing was ϳ2.2 in both experiments). In contrast, adult birds that heard CON playback showed comparable, high levels of ZENK expression in dNCL, regardless of whether they were singing.
Interestingly, juvenile birds that heard playback without singing showed comparable levels of ZENK regardless of whether they heard TUT or CON (with the caveat that only two juvenile nonsinging birds heard TUT playback), whereas juveniles in the Singing-TUT condition exhibited much higher levels of ZENK expression than did those in Singing-CON. Among adults, TUT playback in nonsinging birds was not an effective stimulus for inducing ZENK, whereas CON playback in nonsinging birds was highly effective (and not different in singing vs. nonsinging birds). Thus juvenile birds that sing while hearing the song of their tutor show high levels of ZENK induction in dNCL neurons during active auditory-motor integration, but low levels when they sing and hear conspecific song. In contrast, playback of conspecific song is more effective at inducing ZENK expression in dNCL of adult birds, regardless of whether they are producing song.
D I S C U S S I O N
We observed robust, developmentally regulated ZENK induction in a novel region of cortex that receives direct input from the shell subregion of LMAN. Both hearing and producing song activated the expression of ZENK in dNCL neurons, thus identifying a novel brain region involved in learned vocal behavior. Furthermore, many ZENKϩ dNCL neurons in juvenile singing birds that hear tutor song project to Ad (within motor cortex), indicating that ZENKϩ neurons in dNCL are part of the LMAN shell circuit. The results further implicate this circuit as having a functional involvement with vocal learning whose role varies during development. LMAN shell is part of a basal ganglia pathway essential for acquisition of learned vocal sounds (Bottjer and Altenau 2009) and, along with dNCL, is part of a recurrent loop that makes feedback connections to LMAN as well as feedforward connections to HVC ( Fig. 1 and Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The pattern of results obtained here is complex, indicating that age, song exposure, and singing all play interrelated roles in inducing ZENK expression in dNCL neurons. The changes that we observed suggest that multiple components of how dNCL functions are changing across development.
Previous studies of ZENK induction have shown a dissociation in the pattern of ZENK induction due to hearing versus producing song: the act of singing induces expression of IEGs in sensorimotor nuclei of songbirds (such as HVC and RA), whereas hearing playback of song induces IEG expression in regions of higher-level auditory cortex (Jarvis and Nottebohm 1997; Jarvis et al. 1998; Kimpo and Doupe 1997; Mello and Clayton 1994; Mello and Ribeiro 1998; Mello et al. 1992; Stripling et al. 1997 Stripling et al. , 2001 ). Thus dNCL is the first region shown to respond to some conjoint influence of producing and hearing vocal sounds (although Whitney and Johnson found a higher level of ZENK translation in RA of singing adult birds only when they could hear other birds singing; Whitney and Johnson 2005 ). In addition, previous studies using song playback as a stimulus have found no evidence that different types of song (e.g., tutor song vs. bird's own song vs. conspecific song) elicit differential levels of ZENK expression or responsivity in higher-level regions of auditory cortex of male birds (but see Gentner et al. 2004; Terpstra et al. 2006) . We found that juvenile singing birds had higher levels of induction when they heard tutor song versus conspecific song. Further studies will be needed to determine whether this effect is caused by facilitation of ZENK induction in singing juvenile birds that hear TUT song or by suppression of ZENK expression in singing juveniles that hear CON. In contrast, playback of conspecific song was a highly effective stimulus for inducing ZENK expression in dNCL of adult birds-irrespective of whether they were singing-suggesting a developmental regulation that is independent of song production.
It is difficult to draw conclusions about the precise functional role of any brain region based on patterns of IEG expression (Kimpo and Doupe 1997) . Singing-induced expression in dNCL could indicate some direct premotor role. However, to date the only known efferent projection of dNCL in zebra finches is to Ad (Fig. 1) . Thus dNCL (and the entire LMAN shell recurrent loop) lack any direct motor connections, which argues against a direct role in vocal motor production (Bottjer and Altenau 2009; Bottjer et al. 2000) . An alternative possibility is that dNCL receives corollary discharge and/or auditory information as birds produce song. The high level of ZENK induction seen in juvenile birds that heard tutor song while producing their own song suggests a possible role for dNCL in sensorimotor integration. However, as birds become adult their dNCL neurons no longer respond strongly to hearing tutor song by translating ZENK protein but do respond to conspecific song. This result suggests the possibility that dNCL neurons are excited by tutor song in juveniles but may come to be inhibited by tutor song in adults. Alternatively, hearing CON song may be inhibitory in juvenile birds, which could suppress expression of ZENK. Studies of the electrophysiological characteristics of dNCL neurons will elucidate how dNCL may be involved in comparing vocal motor production, auditory feedback, and the memory of the tutor song. Further investigation of the functional role of dNCL will also require measuring the exact temporal relationship between singing activity and playback for each bird.
Of course, ZENK expression may relate to developmental changes in vocal learning in some way that is not reflected by measures of excitation or inhibition. This latter possibility includes the idea that involvement of neuromodulatory systems may change developmentally as vocal learning progresses. Although the effect did not achieve statistical significance, expression of ZENK in RA suggested that juvenile birds that heard playback of tutor song may have produced more song than those that heard conspecific song. Hearing tutor song may influence the behavioral state of juvenile birds and increase the expression of neuromodulatory factors. In accord with this idea, a recent study showed that exposing juvenile birds to a familiar tutor increased the density of Fosϩ cells in the ventral tegmental area (VTA), substantia nigra (SNc), and the periaqueductal gray (PAG) more than did exposure to a nontutor conspecific male (Nordeen et al. 2009 ). In addition, concentrations of acetylcholine (ACh), dopamine, and norepinephrine are known to be high in song-control nuclei of juvenile zebra finches; in particular, concentrations of ACh seem to peak around the period of sensorimotor integration Saito 1991, 1996) . Interestingly, Ad makes a projection to VTA and SN, thereby providing song-related information to midbrain neuromodulatory centers (Bottjer et al. 2000; .
Our initial studies of LMAN shell circuitry showed that dNCL receives its major and perhaps only input from LMAN shell (Bottjer et al. 2000; Iyengar et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 1995) . However, the robust induction of ZENK caused by hearing tutor song in singing juvenile birds and by hearing conspecific song in adults suggests the possibility that high-level regions of auditory cortex may project, either directly or indirectly, to dNCL. For example, dNCL might receive information regarding the tutor song from areas of higher-level auditory cortex that have been implicated as encoding the tutor song memory (such as the caudomedial nidopallium and the caudomedial mesopallium; Bolhuis and Gahr 2006; Gentner et al. 2004; London and Clayton 2008; Phan et al. 2006; Terpstra et al. 2004 ) and perform some comparison of that information to current versions of song. Another possibility is that LMAN shell neurons in juvenile birds may respond to playback of tutor song and convey that information to dNCL. Interestingly, inspection of our tissue revealed little or no ZENK induction in LMAN shell . However, it is common for synaptically connected neurons to show different patterns of IEG induction even when it is known that they both exhibit high levels of neuronal activation; for example, Fos is highly expressed in RA of singing birds but is not expressed in their synaptic targets, the vocal motor neurons (Kimpo and Doupe 1997) . Alternatively, auditory inputs might indirectly contribute to activation of ZENK expression in dNCL. For example, hearing tutor song might induce changes in behavioral state of juvenile birds and cause them to sing more, as suggested earlier.
If dNCL does have some role as part of a comparator circuit during auditory-motor integration, the fact that ZENK induction was the same in hearing and deaf juvenile birds (experiment 1) argues against the idea that individual dNCL neurons are responding to a direct match (or mismatch) between their own song and tutor song. Singing birds with their hearing intact did not show higher levels of ZENK induction than deaf singing birds, despite the fact that hearing playback in nonsinging birds was alone sufficient to induce ZENK activation (Fig. 3) . The pattern of results seems to rule out the idea that a single population of dNCL neurons is stimulated to express ZENK by either singing or hearing song, since that hypothesis predicts that hearing-only birds (nonsinging CON playback birds) should show the same levels of ZENK expression as singing-hearing birds. One idea is that dNCL contains two populations of ZENK-inducible neurons: one population that expresses ZENK in response either to hearing song or producing song and a separate population that expresses ZENK only when the bird produces song (regardless of hearing). Alternatively, the act of singing might gate the auditory response to hearing (McCasland and Konishi 1981; Prather et al. 2008; Schmidt and Konishi 1998) . In this scenario, song production induces expression of ZENK in one population of dNCL neurons, but inhibits the ZENK response in another population of dNCL neurons (that otherwise responds to playback in nonsinging birds). Another possibility is that hearing song causes some level of (subthreshold) activation of motor circuitry and/or that ZENK is reporting some type of systemwide neuromodulation induced by hearing songs while producing the bird's own song. In accord with the idea that dNCL includes different functional populations of ZENK-inducible neurons, we observed robust ZENK induction both in Adprojecting neurons and in other neurons (the latter likely including many nonprojecting neurons; Bottjer et al. 2000) , indicating that at least two different populations of neurons in dNCL show ZENK induction in response to singing and/or hearing song. Thus the role of dNCL may rely, at least in part, on synaptic interactions between functionally segregated populations of neurons within dNCL.
Juvenile birds of the age used in this study (ϳ55 days) have completed the process of learning syllables from a tutor and are heavily engaged in auditory-motor integration (Bohner 1990; Roper and Zann 2006) . In addition, they are at the peak of plastic song production and birds that engage in more vocal practice at this age produce songs with more stereotyped vocal sequences as adults (Johnson et al. 2002) . Studies in humans have shown strong sensorimotor integration in the neural representation of speech, as predicted by the motor theory of speech perception (Liberman et al. 1967; Studdert-Kennedy et al. 1970) . For example, listening to speech activates motor cortical areas (as well as effectors) involved in speech production and speech production activates cortical perceptual areas including auditory association cortex (Dhanjal et al. 2008; Fadiga et al. 2002; Watkins and Paus 2004; Wilson et al. 2004 ). In addition, microstimulation of motor cortical regions controlling different articulators (tongue vs. lips) facilitated perception of phonemes associated with those articulators and inhibited perception of contrasting phonemes, showing a functional interdependence of perception and production (D'Ausilio et al. 2009) . Similarly, recent studies in songbirds have indicated links between perception and production in both traditional "motor" and "sensory" cortical regions (Keller and Hahnloser 2009; Prather et al. 2008 ). The present data suggest that higher levels of ZENK induction in dNCL during early stages of sensorimotor integration may make an important mechanistic contribution to the emergence of stereotyped adult song and contribute to the development of experience-dependent links between perception and production. Impairments in such basic types of integration may contribute both to a variety of disorders in speech perception and production and to disorders such as developmental dyslexia that include abnormalities of phonological processing (Meltzoff et al. 2009; Stein and Walsh 1997) .
